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PRODUCT INFORMATION

RESTORE + GRAFFITI REMOVER SPRAY SU707
RESTORE + GRAFFITI REMOVER JELL SU1907

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
Restore + Spray and Jell are similar products designed to achieve identical results in the removal of unsightly Graffiti. The
products are based on non toxic low flammability solvents. Excellent Graffiti removal results have been achieved using
both our Spray and Jell Removers, however as we have no control over where Graffiti is likely to be applied it is not
possible to give blanket guarantee for either product.
However, as both product contain solvents and there is a likelihood the application of the removers will not only remove
the offending Graffiti but also the underlying paint you may wish to maintain, please test the underlying paint for resistance
qualities before applying either of the Restore + products. For the same reason care and testing must be taken when
applying the Restore + products on plastics materials.
The Spray product can be applied using a normal domestic spray bottle, the spray product is usually used on less heavily
contaminated areas. The Jell product is used when the Graffiti has been applied in a vertical position where the use of the
spray product has not produced a satisfactory result. The Jell product is applied using either a paint brush or paint roller and
as such deposits a much heavier film of remover and being a structured product it remains in contact with the offending
product for a longer period.
Both products are water miscible and can be cleaned up with water. In the case of the Jell product we recommend high
pressure cleaning to remove both the residue amount of Graffiti and Jell.

The use of Restore + Graffiti Spray:
The offending Graffiti would be sprayed with the product allowed a dwell of between 20 seconds to 2 minutes. The
sprayed surface is then wiped with a water soaked cleaning cloth, which in most cases will remove all of the offending
material, the surface can then be dried with a separate cleaning cloth . Depending on the age of the Graffiti and type of
paint used the Graffiti may require more then one application of Restore + Graffiti Spray to remove the offending material.
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The use of Restore + Graffiti Jell:
As previously stated the Jell material is designed to achieve the same outcome as the Spray product. However the
application process is somewhat more involved in that the application will take longer and the final cleaning process
normally requires the use of high pressure water jet cleaning to remove any excess material and the offending Grafftit.
Depending on the area to be restored we recommend working in sections, applying the remover by either brush or roller
allowing approximately 2 to 4 minutes for the cleaning action to take place and removing the excess with a high pressure
water cleaner. Depending on the surface, the age of the Graffiti applied and the type of paint used the process may need to
be repeated several times before a satisfactory outcome is achieved. Be aware that porous surfaces such as brick and
sandstone are very difficult to restore and no guarantee of the suitability of our product is made for those substrates.

As with all products sold by Australian Specialty Inks we recommend that the appropiate
MSDS be consulted before using the product.
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